Abstract: This article presents an approach to collision avoidance of industrial robots. It is based on the method of artificial potential or force fields. The field is generated by virtual charges which are placed on obstacles. The virtual force acts on the robot which results in the modification of the manipulator path to avoid collisions. Robot path modification is performed by means of impedance control. The positions of the obstacles are determined continuously by image processing using a simple USB camera, therefore collision avoidance is also able to deal with moving obstacles, e.g. other manipulators. All algorithms are implemented with a real robot system and experimental results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Collision avoidance of industrial robots is a very important issue especially when there are changes of the environment in robot's work envelope. Further effort to make robot work cells more and more flexible will force this aspect especially when the robot work cell is free of safety fences. Some advance approaches of path planning and collision avoidance of robots working in dynamic environments are developed and published, (Khatib [1986] , Warren [1989] , Quinlan and Khatib [1993] , Brock and Khatib [2002] , Seraji and Bon [1999] , Bosscher and Hedman [2009] ).
In this paper we investigate an approach of dynamic collision avoidance which combines the ideas of artificial potential fields, visual servoing and impedance control. The intention of dynamic collision avoidance is the modification of the robot path to avoid obstacles in situations when it is necessary. The algorithm should work with stationary and moving obstacles. The basic approach is that the obstacles emit virtual forces which influence the robot path by generating position offsets. One way how to set the dynamic relationship between virtual force and position offset is by target impedance.
The generation of artificial forces will be performed using the idea of virtual charges. Every charge can be regarded as an electric charge with electrostatic field in its neighborhood. Between two or more charges the electrostatic forces act. In this article the virtual charges will be placed on the end-effector of the robot and on the surfaces of obstacles.
Dealing with moving obstacles the positions of charges has to be continuously updated in real time. In the approach presented here, the charge positions will be determined from camera information via image processing.
This integration of the camera signal in the robot position control loops can be also understood as a kind of robot visual servoing, (Corke [1996] , Hashimoto [2003] ). This paper is organized as follows: In the next section the setup of an adequate robot system will be described. Besides, a possible test scenario will be defined which is used later for experiments. In section 3 some basics of image processing for obstacle detection will be presented along with an example. Section 4 deals with possibilities of collision avoidance of industrial robots based on virtual force fields together with impedance control. After this in section 5 the implementation of the test scenario and some experimental results will be presented. Finally, in the last section the short conclusion will be given and some efforts for further work will be presented.
EXPERIMANTAL SETUP
The robot system used for experiments consists of two KUKA KR6/2 manipulators. They are six axes articulated robot arms with a nominal payload of 6 kg. Each robot is controlled by its own KUKA Robot Controller KRC2 based on industrial PC. At the PC the real time operating system VxWorks runs together with Windows. VxWorks is used for real time tasks and Windows for program design and visualization. User robot applications can be programmed using KUKA Robot Language (KRL) which has all features of common robot programming languages.
For practical demonstration of vision based collision avoidance Robot I executes some handling task. It transports in an endless loop a workpiece from start position A to target position B and back, see Robot II will be observed continuously by a simple USB web cam of type Logitech Webcam Pro 9000. It is connected to Windows PC. The program which runs on the PC calculates the Cartesian end-effector position of Robot II. For this purpose it is equipped with a colored marker which can be also seen in Fig. 1 . The position is then sent to the controller of Robot I via serial connection. In the case that the end-effectors were regarded as artificial charges the interaction force between the end-effectors can be calculated. This is performed by Robot controller I. As a result of the artificial force the path of Robot I will be modified using the principle of impedance control.
OBSTACLE DETECTION

Basic Algorithms
The detection of obstacles within the robot workspace is performed by image processing. For this purpose the robot work cell is supervised by camera. In the experiment presented in this paper it is sufficient to use a simple USB web cam. Its resolution for image capturing is 640 × 480 pixels. The moving obstacle will be represented by the end-effector of Robot II. It is equipped with a circular, blue colored marker. The camera is connected to Windows PC which fulfills the role of image processing. To this end software module was developed in Delphi. It includes the following features: After capturing the picture of the robot work cell it is processed by color filter. In the next step edge detection is performed. Thereafter, the marker will be found by Hough transform. Finally, the position of the obstacle will be calculated. Several algorithms will be described in somewhat more detail below.
Color filter
In the first step the captured picture is transformed into binary image with respect to the color of the obstacle marker. This will be achieved by the color filter. The filter works in the HSV color space. For this purpose the values for red, green and blue (RGB) of every pixel of the original image have been converted to values for hue, saturation and value (HSV). If the values of the individual pixels are in a predefined range the corresponding pixel in the binary image will be set to 1 otherwise it will be set to 0.
Edge detection
Edge detection is performed by the Laplacian. The Laplace operator ∆ for two Cartesian dimensions applied to image function f is defined as follows, (Siegwart and Nourbakhsh [2004] ):
For the discrete space of image pixels the discrete Laplace operator can be expressed with convolution operator D:
It is applied to the color filtered binary image C. The resulting picture E represents the edges.
Hough transform
For the detection of the marker mounted on the robot end-effector the circular Hough transform is used, (Sonka et al. [1999] ). It leads to the position and the diameter of the circular marker. To save computation time, the minimum and the maximum diameter of the searched circle can be preset in pixels.
Obstacle position In the case that the diameter of the marker is known, the coordinates of the obstacle can be easily calculated with respect to camera coordinate frame
T . Using the homogenous transformation matrix T CW (McKerrow [1995] ), which describes the relative pose between camera and Robot I the Cartesian coordinates of the obstacle in world frame P = [ x y z ] T can be determined:
Example of Image Recognition
Previously described steps to calculate the obstacle position from the web cam image can be seen on the example in Fig. 2 . It starts with the original snapshot of the robot workspace ( Fig. 2a) . In Fig. 2b the result of the color filter is shown which extracts the relevant regions with respect to their color in HSV color space. Afterwards edge detection is performed by Laplacian (Fig. 2c ). The Hough transform provides a maximum which leads to the marker found in Fig. 2d .
COLLISION AVOIDANCE OF ROBOTS
Artificial Force Field
The approach of artificial potential fields is a well known method for path planning of mobile or stationary robots, (Khatib [1986] ). It may be as well used to collision avoidance between multiple robots or between a robot and its dynamic environment. The artificial force emitted by the moving obstacle influences the robot motion to bring the manipulator arm away from it. In this case the main problem is on-line generation of the virtual potential or force field of the moving obstacle (robot). For this purpose we propose the approach based on artificial charges. Its idea comes from electric charges which generate the electrostatic field in their neighborhood. The electrostatic force F 12 between two charges Q 1 and Q 2 arises according to:
In (5) represents the electrical permeability and r is the position vector between both charges. The absolute force between the charges is reciprocally proportional to the square of their distance. However, for realization of virtual force fields in robotics this particular form of dependence is not obligatory and (5) can be generalized by introducing the so called force function F:
Hence, the function F describes the relationship between distance and virtual force.
In the scenario presented in this paper the virtual force acts only between the end-effectors of both manipulators. This means that Robot II which has the role of an obstacle emits the virtual force and Robot I respond to it. The Cartesian position of Robot I p I with respect to world frame is available in its robot controller and the position of the obstacle p II is detected by image processing already described. So, (6) can be written as:
To generate virtual force fields surrounding complex obstacles many charges are necessary. In this case the principle of superposition is valid and can be used to calculate the resulting force, (Winkler and Suchý [2009] ). However, in this paper only one virtual charge is used.
Robot Motion Control
To implement collision avoidance by manipulator path correction it is necessary to influence the robot motion. It is the advantage of the chosen robot system that robot motion can by influenced in real time on the level of the Connections between RSI objects may be generated by using special KRL expressions. In this way it is possible to create relative complex controller structures. After having created the whole RSI structure, it is able to run in real time with the interpolation cycle. This means that it is executed periodically every 12ms in parallel with the standard KRL program. Changes in RSI program structure are possible during program execution. The functional scheme of RSI can be seen in Fig. 3 .
Path Modification via Impedance Control
Robot system used for the experiments in this work allows corrections of the end-effector path by Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) already mentioned in the previous section. Path corrections can be performed on the level of position control loops. For this purpose we propose a kind of impedance control. It is one of the main approaches to robot control (Hogan [1985] ), (Zeng and Hemami [1997] ) or for manual guidance of manipulator arms (Winkler and Suchý [2006b] ).
In the context presented here impedance control will be used to determine the position correction offset depending on the vector of the virtual force F V . The target impedance for x direction e.g., is then given as follows:
In (8) F V x is the value of the virtual repulsive force in x direction, ∆X is the resulting path correction along x direction, M x , D x and C x represent mass, damping and spring constants, respectively. It may be convenient to reduce target impedance to spring damper system. This will result in the dynamic behavior of a first order system between virtual force and position offset. Hence, transfer characteristic for the x direction e.g., can be expressed as follows:
It can be easily realized using the RSI object ST PT1. The complete RSI structure to influence the current robot path in all translational Cartesian degrees of freedom can be seen in Fig. 4 . The virtual force values (F x , F y , F z ) calculated in a background process were received by ST SENPREA objects. The desired position offsets (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) are finally attached to the ST PATHCORR object which perform inverse kinematics and connection to the robot joint position control loops.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Robot System
The structure of the complete robot system used for experiments is shown in Fig. 5 . The web cam observes the end-effector of Robot II. The image processing runs on the external Windows PC. When the computation of the current robot/obstacle position is finished its values are sent to the controller of Robot I via serial connection. Afterwards, the virtual force is calculated by the internal PLC of robot controller I. The path modification is realized in the robot program.
Implementation
For all parts of the robot system already described the corresponding software modules have been developed.
Robot I For Robot I the program of a handling task was developed. During the linear motions along the y axis of world frame from position A to B and from B to A (Fig. 1 ) the RSI structure is active. It includes reception of the virtual force values from internal PLC and path modification according to target impedance.
Additionally, the controller of Robot I includes an internal PLC. It is free programmable and independent from the main robot program. PLC receives the Cartesian obstacle position which is represented by the end-effector of Robot II. Taking the end-effector position of Robot I into account the PLC calculates the virtual force vector. It is transferred to the main robot program via special RSI variables for data exchange.
Robot II Robot II represents the moving obstacle. As one possibility, it can be controlled by a human operator using teach pendant. The operator moves the gripper equipped with the colored marker into the current workspace of Robot I to disturb its motion. Another way is the development of a simple program for the controller of Robot II to perform the disturbance task in an automatic mode.
PC Program
The program which runs on the Windows PC performs image processing. It was developed using Delphi. After the position of the marker is calculated its values are sent to Robot I via serial connection.
Results of Vision Based Obstacle Detection
Initially, the operation of the vision based obstacle detection will be verified. For this purpose the obstacle which is simulated by the gripper of Robot II is moved parallel to the coordinate axes of the world frame, see also Fig. 1 . Its origin is located in the base of Robot I. The Cartesian position of the tool center point is continuously logged by the robot program. Additionally, the workspace is supervised by camera and the gripper position is determined and logged by the PC program. The plots of the Cartesian coordinates can be compared regarding Fig. 6 .
It can be seen that the coordinates calculated from web cam match the measured values quite well. Some differences can be found especially in the y coordinate which is depth axis with respect to the camera. However, the measurement accuracy of the camera is quite sufficient concerning the application presented here.
The computation time of the whole image processing cycle (image acquisition, color filter, edge detection, Hough transform) depends on some adjustments, primarily on the settings of the Hough transformation. Values between 200ms and 500ms are possible. Computation time may be reduced easily using multi core programming. However, the reached values are quite adequate for the scenario presented in this work. 
Results of Collision Avoidance
The estimated obstacle position is ultimately used to generate the virtual force vector F V which acts on the end-effector of Robot I. The force function representing the relationship between absolute value of the repulsive force and distance between gripper (TCP Robot I) and obstacle (TCP Robot II) is chosen as follows:
Its sphere of action is bounded by a distance of 300mm and the absolute force value is limited to 15N .
The artificial repulsive force leads to the modified robot path with respect to its original planned path when executing the work task. The aim is to move around the obstacle and avoid collisions. The path modification is realized by the approach of impedance control. The desired target impedance for every translational degree of freedom is realized in discrete time. Thus, e.g., for the x direction equation (9) has been transformed from Laplace domain to time discrete domain:
Taking into account the interpolation time of robot controller of 12ms, which is identical to the sampling time of RSI, a time constant T x of approximately 1s is reached with the following transfer function:
The proportional gain k F x is set to 10mmN −1 . The parameters of target impedances for y and z directions are chosen in the similar way. It might be possible to merge force function and desired target impedance. However, The functioning of vision based collision avoidance is shown in Fig. 7 . Robot I performs the handling task. Some interesting values were logged only during the linear motions parallel to the y axis of the word frame. The motions for grasping and putting the workpiece were not considered. In this context two cycles of the handling task can be found in Fig. 7 . In the first cycle the obstacle (Robot II) is away from the path of Robot I. The values of virtual force components are small when the y coordinates of Robot I and Robot II become close at time 8s/35s. For that reason the evasive movement of Robot I is relatively small which can be seen clearly on the x coordinate.
After 42s, within the second cycle, Robot II moves closer to the path of Robot I. The changing obstacle position is detected by camera and send to the PLC of Robot controller I, which calculates the virtual force vector. The higher force results in the higher distance of the evasive motion of Robot I (see time 58s/85s).
The robot work cell with respect to the camera view is shown in Fig. 8a for the first cycle and in Fig. 8b for the second cycle of the handling task, respectively.
CONCLUSION
This article presents an approach to collision avoidance of industrial robots. It is based on artificial forces emitted by virtual charges along with image processing for charge placement. In the case that the robot comes close to a detected obstacle its path is modified by means of impedance control. The whole approach may be classified as visual servoing. For the implementation the robot system consisting of two articulated manipulators with six axes was chosen. Robot I performs a handling task, while Robot II equipped with a marker represents the moving obstacle and enters the workspace of Robot I. The workspace is supervised by USB web cam and the obstacle position (end-effector of Robot II) is calculated by image processing. As a result of this disturbance the path of Robot I was modified by the virtual force. For this purpose the well known approach of impedance control has been used.
The practical realization was successfully accomplished and some results were presented in this paper. More result can be shown in a video.
Based on the approaches and results presented here some perspective developments seem to be possible for further research.
For simplification of image processing a colored marker was attached to the obstacle. It would be more preferable to do without it. This feature would require more sophisticated algorithms for image processing.
Up to now the generation of the virtual force field was simplified in the sense that it acts only between the endeffectors which means that one charge is placed on the center of the marker and another one on the gripper of Robot I. It would be a challenging task to determine the posture of moving Robot II (obstacle) via image processing and crop its whole body with virtual charges.
An interesting scenario for further research would also be the situations when a human enters the robot workspace. The 3D camera information can again be used. The human is than cropped with virtual charges in real time and he/she emits the repulsive force field. In this case additional safety aspects should be taken into consideration, (Som [2006] ).
